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Abstract—Successful online auction platform depends on many factors. These factors amongst others include competent business 
models which can survive the world’s economic challenges, useful features to attract buyers and sellers, as well as intuitive and easy to 
learn interface to enhance user experience. The infamous eBay for example is considered the most successful e-auction platform 
which caters for various products, while artnet is reviewed as an e-auction dedicated to art with the highest revenue. eBay has the 
largest user base of all the online auction sites. Though it has some steep fees, it also has an easy-to-use interface that makes listing 
items simple. Although these e-auction platforms are attractive in so many ways, many Muslim consumers are increasingly aware of 
Islam as a way of life, and their responsibility to seek not just for halal products but also to use services which guarantee legitimacy of 
the transactions and conformant to Islamic business rules. This study presents Mazad, a Sharia compliant e-auction platform that 
offers processes and procedures that meet Sharia requirements, promotes benevolent behavior, as well as Islamic business ethics. In 
order to encourage Muslim and non-Muslim users alike to learn about specific e-auction features which are not available in 
conventional online auctions, this work emphasizes on the mapping of the sharia requirements of e-auctions and their implementation 
in Mazad by highlighting its user interface design. The user centered design principles as well as the “What You See Is What You Get” 
concept is used in designing Mazad, the sharia compliant e-auction platform.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Software development is already becoming a lucrative 
and highly competitive industry. Indeed, a job search site 
reported that full stack developers are amongst the most in-
demand by employers in 2019 in terms of open job postings 
[1]. The survey also reported Paul Wallenberg the head of 
technology recruiting services at LaSalle Network informed 
that some companies prefer developers who can work on all 
levels of the application stack. Developers also need to 
understand their users’ requirements well to translate the 
requirements to application features from front-end to back-
send correctly to ensure their applications receive a better 
reaction once released or deployed into an App Store [2].  
Nowadays Muslims are increasingly aware that Islam is a 
way of life hence they are obligated to use halal and sharia 
compliant products and services not only concerning food 
consumption but also in other aspect of life such as banking, 
trade, health, communications, learning, entertainment and 
life. Therefore, it is necessary to refine the conventional e-
auction designs which encompass the auction processes, 
procedures, protocols and user interface from start to end in 
order to embed the requirements of Sharia and to avoid any 
violation. It is accepted that reference modelling is a well-
known approach in the development of information systems 
that share certain characteristics or application-specific 
details [3]. Hence, we have proposed a reference model 
verified by experts with the intention to assist software 
developers in laying down the basic infrastructure needed for 
designing and implementing sharia compliant e-auction 
systems [4]. Based on this reference model, we built an e-
auction prototype system which was designed by mapping 
the e-auction sharia compliant requirements to its unique 
features and interface design is intuitive and interactive. This 
paper examines the auction marketplaces from the pre-
Islamic times to the present day, highlights the features of 
Islamic auctions, presents the requirements for Sharia 
compliant e-auctions and their mapping to Mazad’s features 
which can be viewed via its user interface.  
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II. MATERIALS AND METHOD 
A. Auction Marketplace at a Glance 
An auction is a process of buying and selling goods or 
services by offering them up for bid. The linguistic, the word 
auction comes from the Latin verb ‘auctio’ (from ‘augere’) 
which means ‘to increase’ and surprisingly the equivalent 
Arabic term for auction al-mazayadah comes from the root 
word za-ya-da which also means ‘increase’ [5]–[7]. Like 
negotiation, auction use a dynamic pricing mechanism in 
order to determine price offered by potential buyers. During 
the reign of the Roman empire, auction was prominent for 
trading slaves [8]. The prophet Muhammad (SAW) himself 
practiced auction to sell a cup and a rug owned by one of his 
companions [9]. The fact that auction is endorsed by the 
prophet Muhammad (SAW) makes it special because he was 
recognized as skillful and honest businessman. To date, 
traditional auction houses have been replaced by online 
auction advancing it to reach many potential customers and 
suppliers with lesser cost and time [10]. eBay the largest 
online e-auction recently reported a revenue of 10.856 
billion U.S. dollars for the twelve months ending June 30, 
2019 [11]. 
B. E-auction Issues from Sharia Perspective 
Most jurist schools allow auctioning either online and 
offline but affirm that it must comply with the sale contract 
requirements [12]–[15]. In the study done by [16], it 
described the process of auction is like the process of bay al-
muzayadah, which is a recognized contract under Sharia. 
The study further explained that bay al-muzayadah is 
defined as the intermediation between seller and buyer, or 
between lessor and lessee, in order to determine the amount 
of the price of the commodity or services that is intended to 
be acquired based on mutual acceptances of the counter 
values by the par ties.  
Today's innovations in auction transactions conducted 
over the Internet via mobile devices have introduced new 
processes, procedures and methods that do not exist in 
traditional auctions [4]. These raised some doubts from the 
sharia perspective especially concerning the legitimacy of 
the transactions. An in-depth study of some of the 
conventional online auction systems and methods reveals 
some of the disadvantages that directly lead to some of the 
prohibited practices such as usury (riba), gambling (maiser), 
uncertainty (gharar) and price inflation (najash). For 
example, the unclear process of determining service charges, 
non-refundable auction fees and bidding fees, fraud, 
ambiguity and collusion between bidder and seller to 
increase price are contradictory to Islamic teachings. In 
addition, online auction transactions also raise issues about 
the absence of auction physical meeting place, lack of 
endorsement of ownership of goods for sale, doubts of seller 
and bidder identities, and so on [17]–[19]. Islam also 
prohibits transactions that contain any element of tyranny 
and requires that it apply justice to every transaction [20]. 
The concept of justice and finding the best is more important 
in online auctions because buyers and sellers are not 
physically present in one event. Therefore, it is important for 
any online auction to implement the features of the Islamic 
auction as stated. An example of such applications is the 
Mazad system (which comes from al-Mazayadah word) 
developed by [21].  
C. User Centered Design  
Designing and implementing an intelligent and user 
friendly HCI for any kind of software or hardware 
application is always a challenging task for the designers and 
developers because it is very difficult to understand the 
psychology of the user, nature of the work and what best 
suits the environment [22]. In designing Mazad’s user 
interface, User-Centered Design (UCD) is used, specifically 
the generative method (e.g., brainstorming) to develop an 
understanding of user needs. User-centered design principles 
encompass understanding the business, maximizing graphic 
effectiveness, thinking like a user, using models and 
prototypes, focusing on usability, inviting feedback, and 
documenting everything [23]. The focus would be on 
representing the buyer/bidder’s and seller’s auction interface. 
We designed a transparent and intuitive interface in order to 
create an interface that is easy to learn and use, enhance user 
productivity, make it easy to obtain help or correct errors, 
minimize input data problems, provide feedback, create an 
attractive layout and design, and use familiar terms and 
images as described by [24]. The concept of “What You See 
Is What You Get” (WYSIWYG) is also utilized in creating 
concept and content maps to enhance learning [25], as well 
as in selecting the GUI components in every page so that 
users can learn about sharia compliant features which are not 
available in conventional e-auctions.  
Like previous work done by [34], we used the cognitive 
walkthrough method to identify the tasks that users need to 
accomplish to participate in the auction marketplace. For the 
role as a seller, we identify the tasks (processes) using the 
cognitive walkthrough method beginning from registering as 
a seller until delivery by including the specific sharia 
requirements as features in the seller’s GUI. The same 
method is applied to identify tasks (processes) for the role of 
a bidder. The next section will discuss each of the sharia 
requirements for e-auctions and features implemented in our 
proposed e-auction system. 
D. Sharia Compliant Requirement in Mazad 
There are three unique features implemented in our 
proposed Mazad system: 1) sharia compliant processes and 
procedures, 2) bid strategies that incorporate the concept of 
benevolence and leniency, and 3) Islamic business ethics. 
All these features are described in the following subsections. 
Sharia Compliant Process and Procedures 1)  
Table 1 shows the mapping of process and procedures 
related to sharia requirements for e-auction to Mazad’s 
features are reflected in the user interface design. 
Bid Strategies Based on Altruistic Behavior 2)  
Al-Shatibi reemphasized the principle of Quranic 
supremacy as the ultimate source for making rules among 
Muslims [26]. He argued that the individual's interests and 
common good (maslahah) constitute the prime purposes of 
Islamic law. Al-Shatibi further explained that the laws 
prescribed are for the maintenance of certain maqasid 
(objective) of the law namely daruriyat, hajiyat and 
tahsiniyat. 
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TABLE I  
MAPPING OF E-AUCTION SHARIA REQUIREMENTS TO MAZAD’S FEATURES  
Process/Procedures Shariah Requirement Mazad’s feature/user interface 
Identity verification Accuracy of personal information such as full name 
Eligibility in terms of age and maturity 
Free will to enter contract 
User registration (Fig.2) 
Registered user verification (Fig. 3)  
Auction fees Comply with Ijarah rules: fixed amount, pre-agreed, & precisely 
defined during contract signing [27]   
Paid by seller only. 
Refunded if auction fails, but can also be considered as registration 
fee to be used for operational cost if the auction authority does not 
have any other source of income 
Product listing (Fig. 4)  
Product description Adequate description  
Supporting document (can be supported with images, etc.) 
Existence (must be readily available) 
Permissible to consume 
Owned & under possession of the seller 
Product listing (Fig. 4) 
Uploading image (Fig. 5) 
User declaration (Fig. 6) 
Payment methods Fixed annual rates  
Free or fixed rate amount per transaction 
Comply with Ijarah rules 
Buyer determine preferred Islamic 
payment method (Fig. 7) 
Bidding fees If applied, must comply with Ijarah rules: fixed amount, pre-agreed, 
& precisely defined 
Defined for all bidders equally 
Refunded to all losers. 
Bidding fee not applied to bidder 
Bidding and bid 
withdrawal 
Open cry protocol (disallow withdrawal of bids until another bid is 
received) 
Sealed-bid Protocol (disallow withdrawal) 
Bid withdrawal (Fig. 10) 
Determining winner 
and selling contract 
Seller consent necessary (must be satisfied with price) 
Established after the seller determines the winning bid 
Accepting winner (Fig. 11) 
Revise selling contract (Fig. 12)  
Delivery Charges must be clearly set 
Guarantee product returns 
Shipping fee and return policy (Fig. 6) 
Delivery details (Fig. 13)  
 
Maqasid daruriyat is the objectives that must be observed in 
the enactment of any Islamic law to protect human well-
being via five main essentials of human beings: faith (din), 
life (nafs), intellectual (‘aql), property (maal) and lineage 
(nasl) [28]. Maqasid al-hajiyat, in turn, is to eliminate the 
difficulties in human life. For example, the legality of future 
contract/sale (bay al-salam) certainly helps to avoid 
difficulties in human transactions. Whereas the maqasid 
tahsiniyat is to complement the two previous maqasids 
which emphasize on the aspect of perfection in normal 
practice and nobleness in morals. For example, the 
permissibility regarding the use of trading applications and 
online payments can certainly facilitate the daily affairs of 
today’s society. The question is how to implement the 
sharia maqasid in the bidding strategy to show altruistic 
behavior? 
Altruism is the principle and moral practice of concern 
for happiness of other human beings and/or animals, 
resulting in a quality of life both material and spiritual. In 
other word, it implies selflessness behavior. In 1851, 
Auguste Comte introduced the term 'altruism' to distinguish 
this form of unselfish motivation from acts which were 
selfishly motivated [29]. Table 2 shows the mapping of 
altruistic requirements to Mazad’s features which are 
implemented in bid setting sub-features. A software agent 
was used to implement the proxy bidder. The maqasid is 
implied when determining the value of the product to the 
buyer (human bidder) via prioritization. If the buyer 
specifies the product as a basic need (daruriyat) the bidding 
agent will behave selfishly. On the contrary, if the product is 
prioritized as hajiyat or tahsiniyat (to make life easy or a 
lavish item), bidding agent will bid altruistically. The buyer 
can set different level of altruistic towards seller alone, or 
towards other bidders as well. For example, bidders can 
show benevolent attitude toward sellers who are desperate to 
sell their goods by bidding at higher prices and lenience to 
other bidders by choosing not to outbid bidders who are 
really in need of acquiring a product.  
TABLE II 
MAPPING OF ALTRUISTIC REQUIREMENTS TO MAZAD’S FEATURES 
Altruistic 
requirements 
Mazad’s feature/user interface  
Proxy bidder In setting bid preferences (enable/disable proxy 
bidding) (Fig. 10) 
Maqasid 
(daruriyat/ 
hajiyat/ 
tahsiniyat) 
Setting prioritization (bidder specify product as 
daruriyat (a basic need), hajiyat (makes life 
easier) or tahsiniyat (makes life perfect/lavish) 
(Fig. 14) 
Benevolent and 
lenience 
Setting altruistic parameter to seller and/or 
other bidders (Fig. 10) 
Islamic Business Ethics 3)  
For the full implementation of sharia-based e-auctions, an 
important feature is to meet sharia requirements in the trust 
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model implemented. This cannot be achieved unless the trust 
matrix is modified to reflect Islamic business ethics [30]. 
Table 3 shows the mapping of Islamic code of ethics and 
business conduct used to metrics used to evaluate user’s 
behavior in measuring the trustworthiness of a seller by the 
buyer. Five Likert scales are used: Very poor (-1), Poor (-
0.5), Moderate (0.0), Good (0.5) and Very Good (1). These 
data collected is used to determine user’s trust rating. The 
trust rating feature is shown in all seller’s product listing to 
assist new buyers in choosing trusted seller. Similar method 
is also used to for rate buyers.  
TABLE III 
MAPPING OF BUSINESS ETHIC TO METRIC FOR TRUST RATING FEATURE 
Islamic Business  
Ethical Code 
Metric used for trust rating  
 
Truthfulness Product description (Fig. 16) 
Transparency User frankness (Fig. 16) 
Commitment Received product (Product quality and delivery time) and quick response (Fig. 16) 
Cooperation Cooperation in complying to agreed terms (Fig. 16) 
Leniency Shipping cost, Price affordability (Fig. 16) 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The designing process of the user interface was conducted 
iteratively in which several enhancements and revisions are 
carried out to come up with creative user interfaces. As the 
Mazad is a web application, several web tools were 
leveraged. Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is used to format 
the HTML elements in each web page to give a unified style 
of the system pages. The readymade open source twitter 
bootstrap v 3.0 (www.getbootstrap.com) is used to speed the 
design process. Bootstrap library provides cross-browser 
compatibility and suited different kinds of smart devices. 
JavaScript gives interactive capabilities to the static web 
pages. The open source JQuery (jquery.com) library is used 
to ease the manipulation of the HTML codes. This section 
will display the corresponding user interfaces which have 
been mapped from the requirements discussed in Section II. 
The results of the implemented user interfaces will be 
discussed following the same order.  
A. Auction Process and Procedure 
Each process and procedure described as features in Table 
1 will be illustrated in Mazad user interface. Fig. 1 depicts 
the main page of Mazad e-auction system. Users can sign in 
using the application id of Facebook, Twitter or Google.  
Fig. 1  Mazad’s main page 
1) User Verification: Fig. 2 shows the user registration 
process starting with entering personal information and 
email and password, uploading profile picture, address and 
phone number, and at the final step the user has to make a 
declaration agreeing to the terms of use of the site and the 
Service Level Agreement that must adhere to sharia 
principles, as well as the age and maturity of the mind to 
make the transaction.  
 
Fig. 2 User registration 
To ensure that users are human rather than automatic 
programs, the CAPTCHA technique [31] is used to generate 
random combinations of letters and numbers for verifying 
human user. Next, the registered user will need to do three 
levels of verification, namely e-mail account, phone and 
payment verification as indicated by Fig. 3. 
 
Fig. 3 Registered user verification 
2) Auction Fees: In conventional e-auctions auction fees 
are considered commissions. eBay for example implements 
three types of auction fees [32]. Mazad implements a fixed 
fee based on product category. This single listing fee is paid 
only by the seller and is returned if the auction fails. 
However, it is up to the seller to set shipping fee or not. For 
example, the listing fee for mobile and computer categories 
is RM30, RM15 for sports equipment, RM5 for books and 
compact discs, RM100 for home appliances and traveling, 
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and so on. Fig. 4 shows the setting of auction fees when a 
seller chooses a product category during product listing. 
 
Fig.4 Determining auction fee during product listing 
 
 
Fig. 5 Uploading image 
 
 
Fig.6 Declaration of product ownership, permissibility and SLA agreement 
 
3) Product Description: Mazad uses advanced text 
formatting tool (WYSIWYG HTML text editor) to enable 
the best text formatting in product descriptions with video 
and image insertion to explain product details. Different 
templates are used for displaying product specifications by 
category based on the requirements for product description. 
There are 4 steps in creating new auction product listing, 
namely input product details, upload image or video, 
declaration of product ownership, halal status, and 
agreement to Service Level Agreement (SLA), and auction 
specifications. Each of the four steps are organized using the 
tab menu. All the steps are shown by Fig. 4, Fig. 5, Fig. 6 
and Fig.7, respectively. Note that the seller can specify 
shipping fee and return policy in Fig. 6. In step 4 (Fig. 7) 
seller can set the reserved price, the date and time to start 
auction, select how long it should last, and the preferred type 
of payment method accepted by the seller. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7 Setting auction and Islamic payment method preferences 
4) Payment Method: A user (buyer and seller) can add 
several Islamic payment methods to be selected for a 
specific transaction. Fig. 8 shows how this can be done. In 
the future Mazad can include Islamic payment gateway such 
as PayHalal [33].  
 
 
Fig. 8 Adding Islamic card payment method 
5) Bidding Fees: Mazad does not charge fees to bid. 
Before bidding, the buyer usually searches for the product 
they want. Fig. 9 shows the interface used to find the 
product to bid. In the figure the main category is marked 
with number 1, while the sub-category is marked with 
number 2.  
 
Fig. 9 Browsing for item to bid 
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In each category, the auction is listed with a summary of its 
specification (see number 4). Seller is marked with number 
3. Seller's details and reputation can be seen on the 
auctioned product. In addition, the specified product 
auctions are identified in blue, green, and red. Blue means 
new auctions are in progress, green auctions are in progress, 
and red signifies that the auction is over. To take advantage 
of social network capabilities, features such as likes, follow, 
recommend (wish list) are also implemented (Refer to 
number 6). The blue menu tab can then be used to change 
the order of the listings either by newly added, closed, or 
most trusted seller. 
6) Bidding and Bid Withdrawal: For each bid submitted, 
the buyer will set a bid amount that must be higher than the 
current price (for ascending open-cry auction). Fig.10 shows 
an adjustable proxy bidder configuration for launching a 
bidding software agent on behalf of the bidder.  
 
Fig. 10 Setting proxy bidder configuration 
 
The buyer should only set the maximum bid amount and 
the agent will not bid beyond this value. Buyer can also 
assign the bidding agent to behave leniently or otherwise. 
Buyers are also reminded that they cannot withdraw bids 
and are responsible for paying the fee if declared as the 
winner.  
7) Determining winner and selling contract: Since 
auctions depend on dynamic pricing, the interface should 
provide a way to check for auction price changes. By using 
the auction observer interface known as the bid-watcher, 
bidders and sellers can easily track changes in auction prices. 
The auction progress and bid history are shown in Fig. 11. 
The seller is satisfied with the current highest price he can 
select the bidder to be the winner and contact the bidder.  
 
Fig. 11 Bid watcher 
Fig. 12 shows a dialog that appears when the seller 
chooses to terminate the auction session. If the auction 
closes, then the bidder who offers the current highest price 
will be named the winner. The seller can declare the bid 
winner and review the sales contract by pressing the review 
contract button. Upon review, the contract will be sent to the 
bid winner. 
 
Fig. 12 Announce winner and review contract 
8) Delivery: Fig.13 shows the entry of seller and buyer 
information to continue the product delivery process upon 
completion of the payment process. 
 
Fig.13 Input information for delivery 
B. Altruistic Behavior  
Mazad allows users to create social networks between 
sellers and bidders. When a user knows sellers and bidders 
in his circle, and their situation and needs, altruistic 
parameters can be set so that the bidding agent can be 
compassionate and reasonable when bidding. The bidder 
may select his or her level of need and assign an altruistic 
level to the seller or other bidder so that the bidding agent 
generates a bid value that reflects his or her desired behavior 
as shown in Fig. 14. 
 
Fig. 14 Setting prioritization of product and altruistic behavior 
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C. Conforming to Islamic Business Ethics 
Fig. 15 shows the features that allow bidders to filter the 
auction based on the time, auction mechanism and seller 
reputation which is calculated by considering of previous 
buyers’ satisfaction when dealing with the seller. Fig. 16 
shows detailed user's reputation and feedback history 
provided for each transaction. 
 
Fig.15 Filtering auction by user reputation 
 
Fig.16 Detailed user reputation record 
IV. CONCLUSION 
The lack of real-world applications that adhere to the 
sharia-compliant features of the system especially the sharia-
compliant e-auction system makes it difficult for users to 
visualize and appreciate the sharia compliant elements that 
should be emphasized. This paper describes the mapping 
process of the auction sharia compliant requirement to the 
user interface design using UCD technique. We also showed 
the interfaces of a sharia compliant e-auction prototype 
which was developed based on a reference model that has 
been reviewed by experts in the fields of sharia, business 
and information technology [4]. The interface design plays a 
major role in enabling Mazad to highlight the sharia-
compliant features which are non-existent in the 
conventional auctions. This, in turn, serves as a medium to 
educate the general public about the sharia-compliant 
requirements. Mazad also introduces the use of bidding 
software agents which apply altruistic bidding strategies to 
promote benevolent and Islamic values to soften the 
competition amongst bidders in an auction, as compared to 
the utilitarian decision model in conventional auctions. The 
research is expected to be a catalyst for researchers and 
business organizations to better understand the issue of 
sharia compliance in the context of online transactions, 
especially online auctions. 
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